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1. (a) Distinguish between centralized computer

control and distributed computer control.

Illustrate with a diagram the components

connection in each case. 16

(b) What is meant by virtual instrument and

what do you mean by smart terminal ?

4

2. Draw a typical computer architecture with

specific reference to micro computer and mini

computer. What do you understand by a

functional model ? Describe one such model

for I.D. 20

3. (a) What do you mean by bus ? What is the

role of high-impedance state or isolation

devices in a busssed system ? 4

(b) Describe one serial data communication

protocol commonly used. 16

4. State/list some electrical and some non-

electrical sensors. Describe interfacing of any

two sensors with micro computer. Also state

what hardware can be used to generate chip

select signal. 20

5. What are the building blocks of an automatic

system ? What use can be made of PLC in

this context ? Explain with figures the scheme

and working of a PLC-automated system. 20

6. (a) What do you mean by software and

hardware interrupts ? How are multiple

interrupts dealth with ? Describe the

program flow with 5 interrupts. What

happens to the instruction being executed

when interrupt is met with ? 16

(b) Distinguish between real time and off-

line applications of PC. 4

7. Describe the interfacing issues (considerations),

equipment and process to interface a real-world

process/plant with PC. Describe the interfacing

of sensors and actuators both with the PC. 20

8. Write technical notes on the following :

(a) Programming of PLC 7

(b) Application of PLC to steel plan. 13
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